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October 2021 Environmental Quality Board Meeting
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 | 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Join online via Webex
How to join
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Environmental Quality Board (EQB or Board) will convene its October Board
meeting virtually through the WebEx online meeting platform. To access the meeting, use the link above.
Review the Guide to WebEx Participation for additional information.

Accessibility
This material can be provided in different forms, such as large print, braille, or on a recording. Please contact
EQB staff at least one week prior to the event at info.EQB@state.mn.us to arrange an accommodation.

Public engagement opportunities at EQB meetings
EQB encourages public input and appreciates the opportunity to build shared understanding with members of
the public. Today, the Board will accept public comment on agenda items 4, 5, 6, and 7 during agenda item 8.
Procedure and guidelines for giving public comment:
•
•
•

•
•

If you wish to speak, please use the “raise hand” feature in Webex during the public comment period.
Your remarks will be limited to two (2) minutes. When necessary, the Chair may limit commenters’ time for
remarks to ensure there is equal opportunity for the public to comment.
When the Chair calls on you to speak:
o Introduce yourself before beginning your comment.
o Please keep your remarks to those facts which are relevant and specific, as determined by the Chair,
to the agenda item at hand.
o Please be respectful of Board members, staff, and other meeting participants. Avoid questioning
motives. Personal attacks will not be tolerated.
Please note that the Chair will use their discretion for directing public comment to ensure the Board’s ability
to effectively conduct business.
You may also submit a written comment. Written comments will be reviewed after the meeting and
included in the next Board meeting packet.
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Agenda
1. Welcome and roll call
Margaret Anderson Kelliher – Chair, Environmental Quality Board (EQB); Commissioner, Department of
Transportation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grace Arnold – Commissioner, Department of Commerce
Kristen Eide-Tollefson – Public Member, Congressional District 2
Alan Forsberg – Public Member, Congressional District 1
Julie Goehring – Public Member, Congressional District 7
Steve Grove – Commissioner, Department of Employment and Economic Development
Mehmet Konar-Steenberg – Public Member, Congressional District 5
Jan Malcolm – Commissioner, Department of Health
Nicholas Martin – Public Member, Congressional District 4
Bryan Murdock – Public Member, Congressional District 8
Thom Petersen – Commissioner, Department of Agriculture
Alice Roberts-Davis – Commissioner, Department of Administration
Sarah Strommen – Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources
Peter Tester – Temporary Commissioner, Pollution Control Agency
Gerald Van Amburg – Vice Chair, EQB; Chair, Board of Water and Soil Resources
Benjamin Yawakie – Public Member, Congressional District 3

2. Approval of consent agenda *
•
•

Meeting minutes from September 15, 2021 Environmental Quality Board meeting (page 4)
Proposed agenda for October 20, 2021 Board meeting

3. Executive Director’s report
Katie Pratt – Executive Director, EQB

*

Board members may remove items from the consent agenda for discussion.

Environmental Quality Board meeting agenda
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4. Climate in Environmental Review Pilot Program next steps
The Board will hear an update on next steps in the Pilot Program planning process and opportunities for
Board member participation.
Presenter: Denise Wilson – Environmental Review Director, EQB

5. Draft EQB Work Plan for fiscal years 2022 & 2023
The Board will review a draft organizational work plan for fiscal years 2022 and 2023.
Presenter: Katie Pratt – Executive Director, EQB
Materials enclosed:
•
•

Draft Work Plan FY2022-23 (page 13)
EQB Strategic Plan summary (page 16)

6. Overview of 2021 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Report
The Board will hear an overview of the 2021 IPCC Sixth Assessment Report and how it relates to
Minnesota.
Presenters:
•
•

Dr. Heidi Roop – Assistant Professor & Extension Specialist, University of Minnesota
Kenny Blumenfeld – Senior Climatologist, DNR State Climatology Office

7. Update on 2020 State Water Plan
The Board will hear a progress update on the 2020 State Water Plan and an update from Clean Water
Council.
Presenters:
• Erik Cedarleaf Dahl – Planning Director, EQB
• Suzanne Rhees –Special Projects Coordinator, Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources
• Paul Gardner – Clean Water Council Administrator, Clean Water Council
Materials enclosed:
•

2020 State Water Plan strategy table (page 18)

8. Public comment
The Board welcomes public comment on matters which are on today’s agenda.

9. Closing & adjournment

Environmental Quality Board meeting agenda
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September 2021 Environmental Quality Board Meeting
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 | 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Online via WebEx

Minutes
1. Welcome and roll call
Chair Anderson Kelliher called to order the regular meeting of the Environmental Quality Board.
Board members present: Margaret Anderson Kelliher, Kristen Eide-Tollefson, Alan Forsberg, Julie
Goehring, Steve Grove, Mehmet Konar-Steenberg, Jan Malcolm, Nicholas Martin, Bryan Murdock, Thom
Petersen, Alice Roberts-Davis, Peter Tester, Gerald Van Amburg, Benjamin Yawakie, Aditya Ranade
(proxy for Grace Arnold), Charles Zelle (non-voting member)
Not present: Grace Arnold

2. Approval of consent agenda *
•
•

Meeting minutes from April 21, 2021 Environmental Quality Board meeting (page 4)
Proposed agenda for September 15, 2021 Board meeting

Motion: Van Amberg moved to approve the consent agenda; Forsberg seconded. Roll call was taken;
motion carries 9-0. In favor: Anderson-Kelliher, Eide-Tollefson, Forsberg, Goehring, Konar-Steenberg,
Petersen, Strommen, Tester, Van Amburg, Yawakie. Absent: Arnold, Grove, Malcolm, Martin, Murdock,
Roberts-Davis (Roberts-Davis was present but had technology issues and could not participate in the
vote).

*

Board members may remove items from the consent agenda for discussion.

Environmental Quality Board meeting minutes
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3. Executive Director’s report
Katie Pratt, Executive Director, EQB
•
•
•

Today’s agenda and meeting format
Best practices for today’s meetings for Board members and members of the public
Public comment procedure for today’s meeting

4. Approval of resolution to implement a pilot program for integrating climate change
information into the Environmental Review Program **
Chair Anderson-Kelliher provided framing comments. Denise Wilson presented information on the
proposed pilot program and resolution. Chair Anderson Kelliher opened up the discussion, followed by
public comment.
Motion: Konar-Steenberg moved to amend the resolution to add reporting and deadline for Board
action on the revised EAW by December 2022. Seconded by Yawakie. Roll call was taken. Motion carries
14-0. Absent: Arnold and Goehring.
Motion: Strommen moved to pass the resolution, as amended. Seconded by Konar-Steenberg. Roll call
was taken. Motion carries 13-1, with Murdock opposed and Arnold and Goehring absent.

5. Closing & adjournment
Motion: Forsberg moved to adjourn meeting, seconded by Strommen. Motion carries with unanimous
voice vote.

**

Action item. The Board may take action on this item.

Environmental Quality Board meeting minutes
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Resolution of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
Approving a pilot program for evaluating the draft Environmental Assessment Worksheet form that includes
items for greenhouse gas quantification and assessment as well as climate adaptation and resiliency
information and report the results of the pilot program and provide a revised EAW form for board action no
later than December 2022.
The Environmental Quality Board (EQB or Board) has the responsibility to monitor the effectiveness of
the Minnesota Environmental Review Program and respond appropriately to modify and improve the
effectiveness.
Minnesota Rules chapter 4410 are issued under authority granted in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116D
to implement the environmental review procedures established by the Minnesota Environmental Policy
Act.
One of the primary objectives of the Minnesota Environmental Review Program is to provide usable
information for project proposers, government decision makers, and members of the public about a
proposed project’s primary environmental effects through the preparation and public review of
environmental documents.
The Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) form is the primary environmental document that
provides information about land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, energy resources, and
artifacts or natural features of historic, geologic, or aesthetic significance. Greenhouse gas emissions are
a type of air pollution that may require further investigation in an EAW. The EQB develops and revises
the official EAW form when needed to ensure its continued effectiveness.
The Next Generation Energy Act, under Minnesota Statutes chapter 216H, requires the state to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Executive Order 19-37 identifies climate change as an existential threat that impacts all Minnesotans
and our ability to thrive.
The EQB established an interagency team to evaluate the effectiveness of the Environmental Review
Program in response to concerns that EAWs do not adequately consider climate change. The team
determined that potential climate impacts of a proposed action are not consistently assessed in EAWs.
The Pollution Control Agency, as well as the Departments of Transportation and Commerce and some
local units of government are including some elements of climate assessment in EAWs. However, not all
government decision makers (Responsible Governmental Units or RGUs) include climate assessments in
their EAWs, nor do they use a consistent approach.

Resolution to approve a pilot program for the revised draft EAW form
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The interagency team is recommending changes to the current EAW form to include elements of an
effective climate assessment that provides greater clarity, certainty, and predictability for project
proposers, members of the public, and government decision makers.
The interagency team is recommending the establishment of a pilot program during 2022 to evaluate
the revised draft EAW form. Key elements of the pilot program include:
•

•
•
•

Participants in the pilot program will use the revised draft EAW form that includes greenhouse
gas quantification and assessment as well as adaptation and resiliency information. RGUs not
registered in the pilot program may continue to use the current EAW form
All state agency RGUs will participate in the pilot program.
Participation in the pilot program is voluntary for local RGUs.
EQB staff will:
o Develop a work plan to implement the pilot program.
o Perform targeted outreach to encourage local RGUs and consultants to register for the
pilot program.
o Host regular collaborative forums for technical support and shared learning for all
registered RGUs and consultants.
o Monitor implementation of the revised draft EAW form.
o Provide updates to the Environmental Review Implementation Subcommittee on
progress of the pilot program.
o Report results of the pilot program to the Board no later than December 2022.

The Board resolves to:
•

Direct staff to implement a pilot program from January 2022 through September 2022 to evaluate the
use of a revised draft EAW form that includes items for greenhouse gas quantification and assessment
as well as climate adaptation and resiliency information and report the results of the pilot program and
provide a revised EAW form for board action no later than December 2022.

The Board approves this on the 15th day of September, 2021.

_____________________________________
Margaret Anderson Kelliher
Chair, Minnesota Environmental Quality Board

Resolution to approve a pilot program for the revised draft EAW form
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Findings of fact, conclusions, and order
Prepared by the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board in the matter of approving a pilot program for
assessing the draft Environmental Assessment Worksheet form

Findings of fact
The above-captioned matter came before the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQB) at a regular
meeting on September 15, 2021 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 116C.04 subd.2. Based upon all of the
proceedings herein and the entire record, the EQB makes the following findings of fact:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

Minnesota Statutes §116D: grants the authority to issue Minnesota rules chapter 4410 to
implement the environmental review procedures established by the Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act.
Minnesota Statutes §116C.04 subd.2: The EQB determines which environmental problems of
interdepartmental concern to state government are considered by the board. The Board may
initiate interdepartmental investigations into those matters that it determines are in need of study.
Governor Walz Executive Order 19-37: “To fulfill Minnesota's statutory goals, avoid the severe
economic, health, and ecological impacts associated with a changing climate, and fully realize the
benefits of a healthy, sustainable, and resilient state, our state government must work across the
enterprise in a coordinated approach to develop equitable strategies that will mitigate climate
change and achieve greater resilience.”
Minnesota Rules 4410.0400: The EQB has the responsibility to take appropriate measures to modify
and improve the effectiveness of the Minnesota Environmental Review Program.
Minnesota rules 4410.1000: The EAW is a brief document prepared in worksheet format, which is
designed to rapidly assess the environmental effects that may be associated with a proposed
project.
Minnesota rules chapter 4410.1300: The EQB has the authority to develop an EAW form to be used
by the responsible governmental unit and periodically alter and improve the effectiveness of the
document.
Minnesota rules chapter 4410.0300: Environmental documents shall contain information that
addresses the significant environmental issues of a proposed action. This information shall be
available to governmental units and citizens early in the decision making process. Climate change
information is not consistently addressed in the current EAW form.
The EQB has the authority to include items related to climate change on the current EAW form.

Findings of fact, conclusions, and order to approve pilot program for the revised draft EAW form
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Conclusions
Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board makes the following
conclusions:
1.
2.

Any of the foregoing Findings more properly designated as Conclusions are hereby adopted as such.
The EQB approves the pilot program for evaluating the draft revised Environmental Assessment
Worksheet form that includes items for greenhouse gas quantification and assessment as well as
adaptation and resiliency information and report the results of the pilot program and provide a
revised EAW form for board action no later than December 2022. The pilot program will provide
necessary information for evaluating the effectiveness of the climate-related information on the
revised draft EAW form before final Board approval.

Order
Based on the Findings of Fact, Conclusions and the entire record of this proceeding, the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board hereby makes the following order:
The EQB hereby approves pilot program for evaluating the revised draft Environmental Assessment Worksheet
form that includes items for greenhouse gas quantification and assessment as well as adaptation and resiliency
information and report the results of the pilot program and provide a revised EAW form for board action no
later than December 2022.
Approved and adopted this 15th day of September 2021.

_________________________________________
Margaret Anderson Kelliher
Chair, Minnesota Environmental Quality Board

Findings of fact, conclusions, and order to approve pilot program for the revised draft EAW form
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EQB Meeting Voting Record
Date

September 15, 2021

Agenda item

Consent agenda

Motion
Approve consent agenda

Moved by

Van Amburg

Seconded by Forsberg

Board member votes
# First name

Last name

Aye

Nay

Abstain

Not present

1 Margaret

Anderson Kelliher

2 Grace

Arnold (proxy)

3 Kristen

Eide-Tollefson

1

4 Alan

Forsberg

1

5 Julie

Goehring

1

6 Steve

Grove

7 Mehmet

Konar-Steenberg

8 Jan

Malcolm

1

9 Nick

Martin

1

10 Bryan

Murdock

1

11 Thom

Petersen

12 Alice

Roberts-Davis

13 Sarah

Strommen

1

14 Peter

Tester

1

15 Gerald

Van Amburg

1

16 Ben

Yawakie

1

1
1

1
1

1

Total

1

10

Page 1

0

0
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EQB Meeting Voting Record
Date

September 15, 2021

Agenda item

Approval of resolution to implement a pilot program for integrating climate change information into the
Environmental Review Program

Motion
Adopt resolution to direct staff to implement a pilot program from January 2022 through September
2022 to evaluate the use of a revised draft EAW that includes items for greenhouse gas
quantification and assessment as well as climate adaptation and resiliency information and report
the results of the pilot program and provide a revised EAW form for Board action no later than
December 2022.

Moved by

Strommen

Seconded by Konar-Steenberg

Board member votes
# First name

Last name

Aye

Nay

1 Margaret

Anderson Kelliher

2 Grace

Arnold

3 Kristen

Eide-Tollefson

1

4 Alan

Forsberg

1

5 Julie

Goehring

6 Steve

Grove

1

7 Mehmet

Konar-Steenberg

1

8 Jan

Malcolm

1

9 Nick

Martin

1

10 Bryan

Murdock

11 Thom

Petersen

1

12 Alice

Roberts-Davis

1

13 Sarah

Strommen

1

14 Peter

Tester

1

15 Gerald

Van Amburg

1

16 Ben

Yawakie

1

Abstain

Not present

1
1

1

1

Total

13
Page 1

1

0
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EQB Meeting Voting Record
Date

September 15, 2021

Agenda item

Approval of resolution to implement a pilot program for integrating climate change information into the
Environmental Review Program

Motion
Amend resolution as follows: Direct staff to implement a pilot program from January 2022 through
September 2022 to evaluate the use of a revised draft EAW that includes items for greenhouse gas
quantification and assessment as well as climate adaptation and resiliency information and report
the results of the pilot program and provide a revised EAW form for Board action no later than
December 2022.

Moved by

Konar-Steenberg

Seconded by Yawakie

Board member votes
# First name

Last name

Aye

Nay

1 Margaret

Anderson Kelliher

2 Grace

Arnold

3 Kristen

Eide-Tollefson

1

4 Alan

Forsberg

1

5 Julie

Goehring

6 Steve

Grove

1

7 Mehmet

Konar-Steenberg

1

8 Jan

Malcolm

1

9 Nick

Martin

1

10 Bryan

Murdock

1

11 Thom

Petersen

1

12 Alice

Roberts-Davis

1

13 Sarah

Strommen

1

14 Peter

Tester

1

15 Gerald

Van Amburg

1

16 Ben

Yawakie

1

Abstain

Not present

1
1

1

Total

14
Page 1

0

0
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DRAFT Environmental Quality Board Work Plan FY2022-2023
Timeframe: July 1, 2021-June 30, 2023
EQB strategy

DRAFT Key projects

Basis

Deliverables

1. The Environmental Quality
Board (EQB) fosters innovative
policy development

Continued check-ins
and discussion on 2020
Water Plan goals and
actions

§103B.151,
§103A.204,
§103A.43

One Board meeting
annually to discuss
progress toward 2020
State Water Plan goals

Implementation of priority water
management policies and programs that
reflect Minnesota's changing climate

Fall 2021 Board meeting

1. EQB fosters innovative policy
development

Participate in the
Climate Change
Subcabinet and support
strategy development

Executive
Order 19-37

State Climate Action
Framework
(Collaborative with the
Climate Change
Subcabinet)

Meet or exceed Next Generation Energy
Act greenhouse gas reduction goals

Summer 2022 – State
Climate Action
Framework complete;
presentation at EQB
meeting on the
Framework

2. The EQB provides leadership
on priority emerging
environmental issues

[Emerging issues
placeholder]*

§116C.04
subd. 2

TBD

Effective interagency response to priority
emerging environmental issues brought
before the EQB

TBD

3. EQB’s environmental review
process is transparent,
accountable, efficient and
creates a healthy environment
and strong economy

Implement climate in
Environmental Review
(ER) pilot program

Board
Resolution
9/15/2021

Pilot program
implementation

Integrate climate considerations into
Environmental Review Program
requirements to support informed
decision-making that results in reduction
of climate impacts

December 2022

3. EQB’s environmental review
process is transparent,
accountable, efficient and
creates a healthy environment
and strong economy

Scope the next phase of
Environmental Review
Program updates

MINN. R.
4410.0400

Recommendations to
the Board on next steps
for ER Program
Improvements

Continued effectiveness of the
Environmental Review Program

TBD

3. EQB’s environmental review
process is transparent,
accountable, efficient and
creates a healthy environment
and strong economy

Analysis of and
recommendations for
whether the mandatory
category should be
modified, eliminated, or
unchanged

§116D.04
Subd. 5b

ER Mandatory Category
Report

DRAFT EQB Work Plan FY2022-2023

Revised Environmental
Assessment Worksheet
(EAW) form

Desired long-term outcomes

Enhance climate resilience

Meet legislative directive; continued
assessment of the effectiveness of
Environmental Review mandatory
categories

Timeline/Decisions
Fall 2022 Board meeting

December 1, 2021

1
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EQB strategy
3. EQB’s environmental review
process is transparent,
accountable, efficient and
creates a healthy environment
and strong economy

DRAFT Key projects
Environmental Review
Program data
management and data
systems improvement

Basis
Boarddirected
(under prior
work plan)
MINN. R.
4410.0400

Deliverables
Environmental Review
Projects Interactive
Map version 2.0
Interactive searchable
database
Updated EQB Monitor
submission form
Annual ER Program
Performance Report

3. EQB’s environmental review
process is transparent,
accountable, efficient and
creates a healthy environment
and strong economy

Program need
contingent on staff
time:

4. Minnesotans are engaged in
policy conversations and
diverse/underrepresented
groups are actively included and
considered in policy
development

Desired long-term outcomes
Minnesotans can view active projects
using an interactive map
Minnesotans can search for historic
projects and have access to historic
Environmental Review Program
documents
A more efficient, automated system for
uploading and publishing the EQB Monitor
Continued monitoring of ER Program
effectiveness and compliance with
strategic plan

Timeline/Decisions
Mid-2022: Public
implementation of
updated EQB Monitor
submission process
Mid-2022: Enhanced
public access to ER
documents
Mid-2022 & 2023:
Annual ER program
performance report

MINN. R.
4410.0400

Updated Environmental
Review Program
webpages and
guidance materials

Updated guidance materials will aid
governmental units and interested
persons in understanding and
implementing the rules

July 2023

Host the Environmental
Congress (contingent on
the safe return to inperson public events)

§116C.04
subd. 7

Environmental
Congress event

Minnesotans have opportunity to learn
about pressing environmental issues and
participate in dialogue on effective and
equitable strategies

Interagency planning
team initiated summer
2022; Congress held by
July 2023

4. Minnesotans are engaged in
policy conversations and
diverse/underrepresented
groups are actively included and
considered in policy
development

Facilitate Emerging
Environmental Leaders
(EEL) initiative

2018 EQB
Resolution

EELs cohort convened
Youth Voice EQB
meeting

Youth perspectives inform Minnesota’s
environmental vision, policy, programs,
and decision-making

Convene EELs cohort
between September
2022 and June 2023;
Youth Voice EQB
meeting spring 2023

4. Minnesotans are engaged in
policy conversations and
diverse/underrepresented
groups are actively included and
considered in policy
development

Improve public
participation options in
EQB projects

§116C.01

EngagementHQ online
engagement tool
implementation

Minnesotans have access to information
about environmental issues and
participate in policy conversations

Initiate EngagementHQ
in November 2021

Environmental Review
Program education and
technical assistance
improvements

DRAFT EQB Work Plan FY2022-2023

EQB website redesign

Launch new EQB
website in March 2022
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EQB strategy

DRAFT Key projects

Basis

Deliverables

Desired long-term outcomes

5. The EQB is a trusted partner
with state agencies in the
collaborative work of enhancing
Minnesota’s long-term
environmental quality

Support interagency
pollinator protection
efforts and lead related
public engagement

Executive
Order 19-28

State Agency Pollinator
Reports (2021 & 2022)

Increased awareness of the status of
pollinators and implementation of policies
and programs to address stressors to
pollinators

Fall 2021, 2022: EQB
approval of pollinator
annual report

5. The EQB is a trusted partner
with state agencies in the
collaborative work of enhancing
Minnesota’s long-term
environmental quality

Develop Section 404
Assumption study
(collaborative with
BWSR)

2019 Minn.
Laws, Spec.
Sess. ch. 4,
art. 1, sec.
1, subd. 9a

Report on funding
needs to secure section
404 assumption and
fully implement the
state-assumed program

Assessment of whether the state of
Minnesota should assume Clean Water
Act section 404

Final report due to the
Minnesota Legislature
February 1, 2022

5. The EQB is a trusted partner
with state agencies in the
collaborative work of enhancing
Minnesota’s long-term
environmental quality

Environment & Energy
(E&E) Report Card
version 2.0 project
scoping

§116C.04
subd. 2

Recommendation to
the Board on possible
future approach for the
E&E Report Card

Public accountability via ongoing oversight
over key environmental metrics and
trends for MN

Recommendation to the
Board by summer 2022

5. The EQB is a trusted partner
with state agencies in the
collaborative work of enhancing
Minnesota’s long-term
environmental quality

Participate in Climate
Change Subcabinet &
support planning and
engagement efforts

Executive
Order 19-37

Climate Engagement
Framework and
engagement tools
events (collaborative
with the Climate
Change Subcabinet)

Minnesotans are engaged in climate
action planning and are collaborating
toward climate action

Summer 2021 – online
Climate Action
Framework engagement
tool launch

5. The EQB is a trusted partner
with state agencies in the
collaborative work of enhancing
Minnesota’s long-term
environmental quality

[Silica sand
placeholder]*

§116C.991

Technical assistance as
requested by local
governments

Informed decision-making on silica sand
projects

As requested by local
units of government

6. The EQB provides support to
local governments on
environmental review and the
implementation of policies and
programs

Currently accomplished
through #3 Environmental Review

§116D.03

[no data]

[no data]

[no data]

Update Pollinator
Public Engagement Plan

Timeline/Decisions

Fall 2021, 2022: update
on public engagement
related to pollinator
protection

Fall 2021 – Climate
Conversations launch;
further engagement
planning and
implementation TBD

Note: This work plan does not include ongoing EQB work such as holding monthly Board meetings, technical assistance, legislative affairs, communications, and operations.

DRAFT EQB Work Plan FY2022-2023
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5-year strategic plan
What is the EQB?
The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQB) is a
forum for leadership and coordination across Minnesota
state agencies on complex, priority environmental issues.
As a public-facing board, the EQB strives to engage
Minnesotans and provide greater access to conversations
regarding the future of our environment.

The board has a responsibility to address issues affecting
our water, land, air, energy, and climate. In addition, the
EQB functions as the coordinating body for Minnesota’s
Environmental Review Program.

The EQB is a forum for
leadership and coordination
across Minnesota state agencies
on priority environmental issues
that are interdisciplinary and
cross-jurisdictional.

DNR
DOT
BWSR

PCA

Health

EQB
Met
Council

DEED

Ag
Admin

Commerce

The EQB is
composed of state
agency leaders
and citizens from
around the state.
All members have
an equal vote.

In carrying out its role, the EQB joins with individual
Minnesotans, communities, and public and private
organizations in working towards our shared
environmental goal: healthy and sustainable
environmental quality that supports public
health, economic vitality, societal quality of life,
and sustained natural resources. The EQB’s unique
contribution to this goal is the ability to bring multiple
state agencies and the public together to advance
interdisciplinary discussions.

The EQB’s mission is to enhance Minnesota’s
environmental quality for current and future
generations by leading interagency work
to advance meaningful public engagement
and facilitate informed decision-making on
critical environmental issues.
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EQB’s 5-year
strategic plan

Purpose: To provide a broad framework to guide the board’s action
and decision-making for the next 5 years. The plan identifies 6 priority
results and possible strategies to achieve them, but is flexible enough to
accommodate emerging issues and shifting priorities.

Where we’re headed
1.

2.

3.

The EQB fosters innovative
policy development that
balances Minnesotans’
environmental quality,
public health, economic
vitality, equity, societal
quality of life, and
sustained natural
resources.

4.

5.
The EQB provides
leadership on priority
emerging environmental
issues, by identifiying
emerging issues, convening
conversations, and
deliberating policy issues.

6.
The EQB’s
environmental review
process is transparent,
accountable, efficient,
and creates/sustains a
healthy environment
and strong economy for
Minnesota.

Minnesotans are engaged
in policy conversations
and diverse/
underrepresented
groups are actively
included and considered
in policy development.

The EQB is a trusted
partner with state
agencies in the
collaborative work of
enhancing Minnesota’s
long-term environmental
quality.

The EQB provides support
to local governments
on environmental review
and the implementation of
environmental policies and
programs.

Contact
info.EQB@state.mn.us
651-757-2873

www.eqb.state.mn.us

Facebook and Twitter: @MnEQB
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Strategy Table

Implementation of the 2020 State Water Plan and state agencies involved.
The purpose of this table is to summarize the types of
actions needed to implement strategies in the 2020 State
Water Plan. Primary state agencies involved are identiﬁed,
recognizing that multiple agencies and many local and

Statute
change

Strategy

Rule
change

Policy
change

regional partners are also involved in each action and may be
the parties implementing them. As these strategies evolve,
this table will be updated periodically over the 10-year
lifespan of this plan.

Additional
funding/
reallocation

Planning Research

Education
and
awareness

Other

Primary state agencies

GOAL 1: Ensure drinking water is safe and sufficient

Strategy 1: Accelerate source water protection for community water systems.
Action 1.1: Prioritize protection of the
400,000 acres of vulnerable land in
DWSMAs.

MDH, BWSR, MDA

Action 1.2: Assess and monitor the safety
and resiliency of surface DWSMAs.

MDH, MPCA

Action 1.3: Protect, restore, and increase
perennial cover in the highest priority areas
of the Mississippi River watershed.

MDH, BWSR, MDA

Strategy 2: Emphasize source water protection in watershed management.
Action 2.1: Emphasize source water
protection in implementing watershed
management plans.

BWSR, Met Council,
MDH

Action 2.2: Leverage the use of state
dollars to protect drinking water.

BWSR

Action 2.3: Increase routine testing of
private well water.

MDH

Strategy 3: Prevent nitrate contamination of drinking water and groundwater.
Action 3.1: Fully implement Minnesota
GPR in DWSMAs with nitrate
concentrations above deﬁned thresholds.

MDA

Action 3.2: Implement the NFMP in
vulnerable areas as deﬁned by township
testing results.

MDA

Action 3.3: Ensure compliance with the
Minnesota Feedlot Rule.

Permit
renewal

MPCA
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Strategy Table

Implementation of the 2020 State Water Plan and state agencies involved.
The purpose of this table is to summarize the types of
actions needed to implement strategies in the 2020 State
Water Plan. Primary state agencies involved are identiﬁed,
recognizing that multiple agencies and many local and

Statute
change

Strategy

Rule
change

Policy
change

regional partners are also involved in each action and may be
the parties implementing them. As these strategies evolve,
this table will be updated periodically over the 10-year
lifespan of this plan.

Additional
funding/
reallocation

Planning Research

Education
and
awareness

Other

Primary state agencies

GOAL 2: Manage landscapes to protect and improve water quality

Strategy 1: Increase soil health
Action 1.1: Work to meet state goals for
expanding the acreage of cover crops and
continuous living cover.

BWSR, MDA, MPCA

Action 1.2: Improve monitoring and
metrics for soil health based on statewide
research and modeling.

BWSR, MDA

Action 1.3: Diversify crops and
agricultural practices that support soil
health.

MDA, BWSR

Action 1.4: Reduce social and ﬁnancial
barriers to implementation of soil health
practices.

BWSR, MDA, MPCA

Action 1.5: Establish soil health
demonstration watersheds.

MDA, BWSR

Strategy 2: Expand opportunities to participate in ecosystem services markets
Action 2.1: Develop accounting protocols
and data foundations for ecosystem
services trading.

MDA, BWSR, MPCA

Action 2.2: Pursue emerging options for
ecosystem service markets using water
quality trading as a starting point.

MDA, BWSR, MPCA
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Strategy Table

Implementation of the 2020 State Water Plan and state agencies involved.
The purpose of this table is to summarize the types of
actions needed to implement strategies in the 2020 State
Water Plan. Primary state agencies involved are identiﬁed,
recognizing that multiple agencies and many local and

Statute
change

Strategy

Rule
change

Policy
change

regional partners are also involved in each action and may be
the parties implementing them. As these strategies evolve,
this table will be updated periodically over the 10-year
lifespan of this plan.

Additional
funding/
reallocation

Planning Research

Education
and
awareness

Other

Primary state agencies

Goal 3: Manage built environments and infrastructure for greater resiliency

Strategy 1: Improve data sources and modeling.
Action 1.1: Pursue and fund nextgeneration LiDAR.

DNR

Action 1.2: Obtain dynamically
downscaled climate projections.

All state agencies

Action 1.3: Support modeling efforts and
risk management that consider climate
change impacts.

All state agencies

Strategy 2: Support communities with asset management and resiliency planning
for wastewater, stormwater and drinking water infrastructure.
Action 2.1: Fund a comprehensive asset
management program across Minnesota.

MPCA, MDH

Action 2.2: Provide training and technical
assistance to smaller communities on tools
to assess risk and vulnerability.

MDH, MPCA

Action 2.3: Adopt a stormwater data
standard and fund digitization.

MPCA

Strategy 3: Develop new and updated resiliency ﬁnancing mechanisms.
Action 3.1: Develop and fund climate
planning grants to communities for
wastewater and stormwater infrastructure.

MPCA, MDH, Met
Council

Action 3.2: Authorize and fund Public
Facilities Authority (PFA) programs to
support resilient infrastructure projects.

PFA, MPCA, MDH

Action 3.3: Expand the Minnesota PropertyAssessed Clean Energy (MinnPACE) program
to include water conservation and hazard
mitigation projects.

Commerce

Strategy 4: Design transportation infrastructure in ﬂoodplains for long-term resiliency.
Activity 4.1: Design culverts with future
climate conditions in mind.

DNR, MnDOT

Activity 4.2 Prioritize climate adaptation
actions across Minnesota’s road systems.

MnDOT
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Strategy Table

Implementation of the 2020 State Water Plan and state agencies involved.
The purpose of this table is to summarize the types of
actions needed to implement strategies in the 2020 State
Water Plan. Primary state agencies involved are identiﬁed,
recognizing that multiple agencies and many local and

Statute
change

Strategy

Rule
change

Policy
change

regional partners are also involved in each action and may be
the parties implementing them. As these strategies evolve,
this table will be updated periodically over the 10-year
lifespan of this plan.

Additional
funding/
reallocation

Planning Research

Education
and
awareness

Other

Primary state agencies

GOAL 4: Manage landscapes to hold water and reduce runoff

Strategy 1: Identify opportunities to retain and store water and manage drainage.
Action 1.1: Identify and pursue opportunities for temporary and permanent water
storage across agricultural landscapes.

BWSR, DNR

Action 1.2: Establish standards for technology, ﬂow
reduction, detention locations and sizing, drainage
system design, culvert sizing, and ﬂood staging.

BWSR, DNR

Action 1.3: Investigate and develop
mechanisms to pay for water retention and
detention.

BWSR

Strategy 2: Develop multipurpose drainage water management standards, guidelines and incentives.
Action 2.1: Develop mechanisms to
incentivize drainage BMPs.

BWSR, DNR, MDA

Action 2.2: Develop/expand technical and
ﬁnancial assistance.

BWSR

Action 2.3: Establish a consistent
approach to drainage system design and
permitting.

BWSR

Action 2.4: Increase the number of
research and demonstration sites.

MDA, BWSR

Strategy 3: Incorporate drainage water management into local water planning.
Action 3.1: Use the 1W1P process to
establish watershed-scale standards.

BWSR, MPCA, DNR
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Strategy Table

Implementation of the 2020 State Water Plan and state agencies involved.
The purpose of this table is to summarize the types of
actions needed to implement strategies in the 2020 State
Water Plan. Primary state agencies involved are identiﬁed,
recognizing that multiple agencies and many local and

Statute
change

Strategy

Rule
change

Policy
change

regional partners are also involved in each action and may be
the parties implementing them. As these strategies evolve,
this table will be updated periodically over the 10-year
lifespan of this plan.

Additional
funding/
reallocation

Planning Research

Education
and
awareness

Other

Primary state agencies

GOAL 5: Promote resiliency in quality of life

Strategy 1: Adapt and mitigate infrastructure planning, design and development for recreational needs.
Action 1.1: Incorporate the ability
to withstand greater rainfall into
infrastructure design and construction
(e.g., docks, marinas, shelters).

DNR, MnDOT

Action 1.2: For existing facilities,
anticipate the need for funding to deal with
emergency repairs, closures and cleanup
following damage from more frequent and
unpredictable extreme weather events.
Action 1.3: Minimize the introduction
and spread of invasive species through
appropriate protective strategies and
infrastructure utilizing existing programs such
as the DNR Watercraft Inspection Program.

DNR

DNR

Strategy 2: Improve monitoring and public communication regarding water quality and safety of beaches.
Action 2.1: Develop state web portal and
activation of beach alerts system.

MDH

Action 2.2: Develop dedicated funding for
increased monitoring of algal toxins.

MPCA, MDH

Strategy 3: Manage ﬁsh and aquatic habitat for resilience.
Action 3.1: Manage ﬁsheries to recognize
and adapt to climate change trends,
including altering ﬁsh stocking programs
and harvest opportunities based on current
and expected future conditions.
Action 3.2: Manage aquatic ecosystems to
create, promote and maintain quality habitat,
climate refuges and habitat connectivity.
Action 3.3: Monitor and research
wildlife populations over time in variable
conditions.
Action 3.4: Continue efforts to reduce
mercury emissions and conduct research
to better understand how climate change
affects mercury contamination in ﬁsh.

MPCA, MDH
DNR

DNR
DNR, MPCA
DNR, MPCA, MDH
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Strategy Table

Strategy

Statute
change

Rule
change

Policy
change

Additional
funding/
reallocation

Planning Research

Education
and
awareness

Other

Primary state agencies

GOAL 5: Promote resiliency in quality of life (continued)

Strategy 4: Conduct research and engagement to address impacts of changing
water resources and ecosystems on mental health and well-being.
Action 4.1: Research the mental and
emotional impacts of changing water
resources and ecosystems due to climate
change, particularly among those who are
vulnerable to the effects of climate change
(e.g., farmers and Indigenous persons), and
identify potential strategies and resources
that support mental health.
Action 4.2: Research community values and
beliefs surrounding water, including those
of particularly vulnerable communities, and
work to integrate those values and beliefs
into water resource planning.

All state agencies

All state agencies

Action 4.3: Strengthen networks and
build community around water resources
through cultural activities and citizen
resource monitoring opportunities.

All state agencies

Action 4.4: Improve coordination between
state and local emergency managers to
identify communities impacted by climaterelated water hazards to better target
resources and reduce associated physical,
emotional and mental stressors.

All state agencies
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Written Public Comment
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Received 9/3/2021
Dear Environmental Review Subcommittee EQB ERIS,
I support immediate incorporation of climate analysis into Minnesota’s environmental review program. I
object to any further delay, including a pilot program. A pilot program tells the public that the
Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”) is unsure whether climate analysis of individual projects is
important.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Wiinanen
19150 Easton Rd Wayzata, MN 55391-3038
wiinanen@boreal.org
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September 14, 2021
Governor Tim Walz
130 State Capitol
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
Commissioner Margaret Anderson Kelliher
Chair of the Environmental Quality Board
Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
margaret.anderson.kelliher@state.mn.us
Dear Gov. Walz and Commissioner Anderson Kelliher:
Members of the Governor’s Advisory Council on Climate Change have been charged with
identifying policies and strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase climate
resiliency in our state. One such policy, currently under consideration by the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”), is the adoption of a revised Environmental Assessment
Worksheet (“Revised EAW”) to clarify that environmental review under the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act requires an examination of a proposed project’s greenhouse gas
emissions and resiliency to climate change. As an advisory council member, I ask the Governor
and the Commissioner to work with the EQB to adopt changes to the EAW to incorporate climate
information.
As the Governor recognized in Executive Order 19-37 that established this body, climate change
poses an “existential threat that impacts all Minnesotans and our ability to thrive.” 1 The latest
report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change states that unless there are immediate,
rapid, and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, limiting global warming to 1.5ºC
or even 2ºC will be beyond reach. 2 Temperature increases at this level will cause intense and
dangerous drought, flooding, and heatwaves—threatening agriculture, wildlife, property, and
people’s lives across Minnesota. 3 In addition, a new analysis by the Environmental Protection
Agency shows that the most severe harms from climate change will fall disproportionately on
underserved communities, including racial and ethnic minorities, who are least able to prepare for
or recover from the impacts of climate change. 4

1

Gov. Tim Walz, Executive Order 19-37 (Dec. 2, 2019).
IPCC, Climate change widespread, rapid, and intensifying (Aug. 9, 2021), https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6wg1-20210809-pr/.
3
Id.; MPCA, Effects of climate change in Minnesota, https://www.pca.state.mn.us/air/effects-climate-changeminnesota.
4
EPA, EPA Report Shows Disproportionate Impacts of Climate Change on Socially Vulnerable Populations in the
United States (Sept. 2, 2021), https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-report-shows-disproportionate-impactsclimate-change-socially-vulnerable.
2
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But currently, Minnesota agencies grant permits to large-scale developments, industrial facilities,
and feedlots without examining their greenhouse gas emissions, how these proposals can mitigate
these emissions, or the adaptations needed due to climate change. The Revised EAW requires
projects that go through environmental review to quantify and analyze their greenhouse gas
emissions and to consider measures to increase climate resiliency. This is critical, as Minnesota
cannot reduce its greenhouse gas emissions or promote climate adaptations without information
about where emissions are produced and how these emissions can be mitigated. Minnesota’s
agricultural, industrial, residential, and commercial sectors have actually increased their
greenhouse gas emissions since 2005. Thus, obtaining information about emissions from projects
in these sectors—which the Revised EAW would provide—is particularly crucial. The process by
which this occurs, though, must be transparent and not pose an unreasonable burden to either the
applicants or to the EQB.
The EQB will vote on a pilot project to begin use of the Revised EAW on September 15, 2021. I
urge the Governor to work with the EQB to ensure the new form is adopted immediately or, if a
pilot program is implemented, to ensure that the pilot program (1) includes a firm date by which
the EQB must vote on the Revised EAW, (2) requires broad participation by state agencies and
local governments, and (3) incorporates full examinations of possible ways a project could mitigate
its climate change effects and the project’s effects on the state’s Next Generation Energy Act goals.
For Minnesota to reach needed greenhouse gas reduction targets (including Next Generation
Energy Act goals), our state agencies must take decisive action. By providing critically needed
information about greenhouse gas emissions that has thus far been elusive, the Revised EAW will
assist agencies to plan and take the actions necessary to cut emissions and reach our goals.
Accordingly, in my role as an Advisory Council member, I believe the Revised EAW
incorporating climate information must be implemented without delay.
Sincerely,

Lucinda B. Johnson, PhD
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EQB Board Members received numerous letters identical to the following letter:
Received 9/10/2021
Dear Environmental Review Subcommittee EQB ERIS,
I support immediate and comprehensive incorporation of climate analysis into Minnesota’s
environmental review program without further delay.
Assessing climate impacts during environmental review is already required by Minnesota law. The
Environmental Quality Board (EQB) and Minnesota’s other state agencies are out of compliance with the
law every day that they fail to include climate analysis as part of environmental review.
The recently released report by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
put the state of the rapidly accelerating climate crisis in unflinching terms. Due to past inaction, the
global goal set at the Paris Agreement to limit warming to 1.5 degrees celsius appears increasingly
unattainable. Deadly heat waves, droughts, wildfires, mass floods and other extreme weather events
are unfolding both locally and around the world. One only needed to walk outside this summer and
smell the wildfire smoke or feel the oppressive heat from another 90-degree plus day to witness the
impacts in Minnesota. These extreme events, according to the report, will only become more frequent.
While some of this is now “irreversible,” there is still a window of opportunity to act. But, the report is
clear: “Unless there are immediate, rapid and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions,”
staving off the worst impacts of climate change “will be beyond reach.”
The initiative to add climate impacts to the state’s environmental review process has been discussed for
several years. The process has been robust, the public has been engaged, and the proposal has been
repeatedly revised. There is no time for more study or excuses. The consequences are too great. It’s
time to move forward with implementation. We must start considering climate impacts before we build
NOW--anything else will be a failure of this process, and Minnesota’s responsibility to the climate crisis.
Sincerely,
Sarah Horner
3125 43rd Ave S Minneapolis, MN 55406-2248 sarah2reporter@yahoo.com
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September 10, 2021
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
520 Lafayette Rd
St. Paul, MN 55155
RE: United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change AR6 2021 and EQB
Approval of resolution to implement a pilot program for integrating climate change
information into the Environmental Review Program
Dear Environmental Quality Board Members and Staff:
We hope that you will utilize updated science in relation to climate change. A summary of climate
science released in August 2021 by the UN IPCC shows that the current worksheet provides
completely inaccurate estimates as farmers evaluate selling of carbon credits and potential
regulation is explored. As we look at an inventory or potential regulation, Minnesota Environmental
Quality Board is appearing to embark on an inventory that could create the same issues that we
see in western states with water – estimates that are so far off that carbon credits can be over or
under sold and therefore this initial inventory can provide us an unfixable situation as contracts are
signed in future months. We need accurate and consistent numbers before taking an inventory,
and we do not have those.
Therefore, we recommend you do not proceed integrating Climate Change into Environmental
Assessment Worksheets to evaluate the most recent UN IPCC report and ensure a more accurate
and consistent accounting methodology.
Last year, our organizations commented on integrating climate change information into the
Environmental Review Program and answered surveys in relation to those comments. However,
no one ever followed up with any of our organizations on the comments.
In our comments, we warned that it was too early to define climate change information in the
Environmental Review Program while simultaneously sharing our excitement at the opportunity in
agriculture to help mitigate climate change – while concurrently being nervous about helping our
state adapt to any changes as they affect agriculture and all businesses.
We also often forget that by utilizing manure we are displacing fertilizer sources that need to be
imported into Minnesota. This also overstates the net impact of Greenhouse Gases produced by
our livestock.
It is disappointing that there has been no mention of the new United Nations IPCC AR6 report,
released August 7, 2021, which echoed our comments. Quoting from Chapter 7 of AR6, 7.6.1.4 on
Comparing long-lived with short-lived greenhouse gases at the summary:
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•

“By comparison expressing methane emissions as CO 2 equivalent emissions using GWP100 overstates the effect of constant methane emissions on global surface temperature by a
factor of 3-4 over a 20-year time horizon (Lynch et al., 2020, their Figure 5), while
understating the effect of any new methane emission source by a factor of 4-5 over the 20
years following the introduction of the new source (Lynch et 24 al., 2020, their Figure 4).”

In summary, this means enteric methane, like that from livestock agriculture animals, has been
overstated by 3 to 4 times. New methane, like that from fossil fuel burning sources, has been
understated by 4 to 5 times.
It is clear EQB has not had time to review the report, but in making the proposed changes we
would be overstating the climate change effect of livestock agriculture methane greatly – and with
the wide range of 3-4 times, it proves the science is still not settled on where exactly that amount
is. Because 3 to 4 times the current EPA-derived math proposal of “significant” is out of reach for
all current livestock operations in Minnesota, especially if we consider corresponding plant-based
carbon sinks, it would be prudent to exclude agriculture from a climate change inventory to save
work for both RGUs and project proposers as the effects are clearly far more negligible than
initially suspected.
Other concerns:
• These recommendations appear to be outside the scope of an environmental assessment
worksheet
That is, an EAW is intended to be a "brief document" to set out "basic facts" and to provide
"usable information." These additional climate change requirements do not fit within those
parameters, as they will require a much lengthier EAW document setting out complex information
and hypotheses about future events. The inherent uncertainty around that information will render it
less, not more useful.
• Certain recommendations will be duplicative of existing permitting programs (e.g., groundwater
analysis, stormwater management requirements, etc.), which is statutorily prohibited.
• The EQB has pointed to the ERAP recommendations as one reason for pursuing this. That is
cherry picking. The ERAP committee also recommended an "application for exception" to avoid
redundant EAWs, which has not been pursued.
Sincerely,
AgCounty Farm Credit Services
Compeer Financial
Minnesota AgriGrowth Council
Minnesota Corn Growers Association
Minnesota Farm Bureau Federation

Minnesota Milk Producers Association
Minnesota Pork Producers Association
Minnesota State Cattlemen’s Association
Minnesota Soybean Growers Association
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EQB Board Members received numerous letters identical to the following letter:
Received 9/10/2021
Dear Ms. :
Dear Environmental Quality Board Member,
I am writing today to voice my strong opposition to the Walz administration's attempt to make sweeping
changes to the permitting process that could make life more difficult for Minnesota farmers who want
to expand their operations.
These regulations--the Draft Recommendations: Integrating Climate Information into MEPA Program
Requirements-- would force businesses, including some farms, to conduct greenhouse gas emission
estimates as part of the environmental permitting process.
These unnecessary regulations will force many small business owners to spend $13,000 extra dollars on
expensive reports--just to grow their businesses and help feed the world. In short, they will impose
enormous costs on Minnesota farmers, job creators, and local governments for zero measurable
environmental benefits.
I am also worried that the proposed changes to environmental assessment worksheets (EAWs) and
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) will allow the permitting process to become more politicized,
especially as it pertains to allowing farmers to expand their operations.
Requiring these projects to conduct greenhouse gas emission estimates will open the door to frivolous
lawsuits from environmental special interest groups who want to weaponize the environmental review
process to kill projects with endless litigation.
I am therefore insisting that the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) withdraw this proposal from
consideration.
Sincerely,
Lori Balma
4304 twin oak lane
Minneapolis, MN 55422-1339
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September 14, 2021

Governor Tim Walz
130 State Capitol
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
Commissioner Margaret Anderson Kelliher, EQB Chair
Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Governor Walz and Commissioner Anderson Kelliher,
As you know, Minnesota is now one of the fastest warming states in the nation. Extreme weather
events like those we’ve seen unfold across the country this summer, including a historic drought
and the worst air quality ever recorded here, are predicted to only grow in frequency and severity
if we don't address the underlying cause. Our state can no longer allow large-scale projects—such
as residential and commercial developments, feedlots, mines, and industrial facilities—to go
through environmental review without any consideration of their climate impacts. The legislative
members of the Minnesota House Climate Action Caucus signed below are committed to
combatting the climate crisis, and we appreciate all efforts by this administration to protect our
health, environment, and communities from the short and long-tern effects of climate change.
Currently the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board is considering the adoption of a revised
Environmental Assessment Worksheet, requiring larger projects needing environmental review to
report their projected greenhouse gas emissions, plans to reduce those emissions, and adaptations
to the effects of climate change. We strongly support making these important changes to the state’s
environmental review process.
We believe environmental review must include an analysis of climate impacts if it is to achieve
true environmental protection. A detailed understanding is needed about how any emissions from
these projects are produced to track progress toward Minnesota’s Next Generation Energy Act
greenhouse gas reduction goals. We ask that you consider broadening the scope to include
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information about all possible measures to mitigate a project’s climate impacts. We further
encourage this effort to not only include state agencies, but also cities and counties engaged in
local environmental review.
Without immediate, rapid, and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, according to
the latest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, we will soon be unable to
avoid the catastrophic effects of climate change. Changing Minnesota’s environmental review
process to provide critically needed information about greenhouse gas emissions is a vital step
toward achieving our state goals for emissions reductions and meeting Minnesota’s responsibility
to address the climate crisis.
Sincerely,

Patty Acomb
State Representative, 44B

Steve Sandell
State Representative, 53B

Jennifer Schultz
State Representative, 7A

Jamie Becker Finn
State Representative, 42B

Robert Bierman
State Representative, 57A

Shelly Christensen
State Representative, 39B

Dave Pinto
State Representative, 64B

Kelly Morrison
State Representative, 33B

Alice Hausman
State Representative, 66A

Kelly Moller
State Representative, 42A

Chair Climate Action Caucus
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Athena Hollins
State Representative, 66B

Frank Hornstein
State Representative, 61A

Todd Lippert
State Representative, 20B

Mike Freiberg
State Representative, 45B

Connie Bernardy
State Representative, 41A

Sandra Masin
State Representative, 51A

Jay Xiong
State Representative, 67B

Sandra Feist
State Representative, 41B

Zack Stephenson
State Representative, 36A

Cheryl Youakim
State Representative, 46B

Emma Greenman
State Representative, 63B

Tina Liebling
State Representative, 26A

Steve Elkins
State Representative, 49B

Leon Lillie
State Representative, 43B

Aisha Gomez
State Representative, 62B

Liz Boldon
State Representative, 25B
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Ami Wazlawik
State Representative, 38B

Peter Fischer
State Representative, 43A

Kaohly Her
State Representative, 64A

Esther Agbaje
State Representative, 59B

Sydney Jordan
State Representative, 60A

Andrew Carlson
State Representative, 50B

Jim Davnie
State Representative, 63A

Carlie Kotyza-Witthuhn
State Representative, 48B

Heather Keeler
State Representative, 4A

Jamie Long
State Representative, 61B

Laurie Pryor
State Representative, 48A

Ginny Klevorn
State Representative, 44A

Rick Hansen
State Representative, 52A
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Received 9/13/2021
Dear Environmental Review Subcommittee EQB ERIS,
I support immediate incorporation of climate analysis into Minnesota’s environmental review program. I
object to any further delay, including a pilot program. A pilot program tells the public that the
Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”) is unsure whether climate analysis of individual projects is
important. A pilot is inconsistent with the EQB’s strategic plan and Executive Order 19-37 which
recognizes climate change as an existential threat.
Moreover, there is absolutely no reason to delay. Assessing climate impacts during environmental
review is already required by Minnesota law. The EQB and Minnesota’s other state agencies are out of
compliance with the law every day that they fail to include climate analysis as part of environmental
review.
The recently released report by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
put the state of the rapidly accelerating climate crisis in unflinching terms. Due to past inaction, the
global goal set at the Paris Agreement to limit warming to 1.5 degrees celsius is no longer attainable.
Deadly heat waves, droughts, wildfires, mass floods and other extreme weather events are unfolding
both locally and around the world. One only needs to walk outside and smell the wildfire smoke from
blazes in Canada or feel the oppressive heat from another 90-degree plus day to witness the impacts in
Minnesota. These extreme events, according to the report, will only become more frequent.
While some of this is now “irreversible,” there is still a window of opportunity to act. But, the report is
clear: “Unless there are immediate, rapid and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions,”
staving off the worst impacts of climate change “will be beyond reach.”
Some iteration of this initiative has been ongoing since 2017. Four years later, the process has been
robust, the public has been engaged, and the proposal has been repeatedly revised. There is no time for
more study or excuses. The consequences are too great. It’s time to move forward with implementation.
If we don’t, and roll out a pilot instead, an initiative that simply counts greenhouse gas emissions will
have taken five or six years to implement. This is unacceptable. The final version of the form
incorporating climate analysis is complete now and is ready to be approved by the EQB at their next
meeting in September. There is no reason to delay approval or “pilot” this form. Anything short of
approval now is a failure of this process, and Minnesota’s responsibility to the climate crisis.
Sincerely,
Carrie Slater Duffy
920 Feltl Ct Apt 116 Hopkins, MN 55343-7922 carrieslaterduffy@gmail.com
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Sent: Monday, September 13, 2021 8:29 AM
To: Commissioner, Health (MDH)
Subject: Climate Considerations in Environmental Review
Dear Commissioner Department of Health Jan Malcolm,
I’m writing to voice my support for climate considerations in Minnesota’s Environmental Review
Program, and for a definitive pathway toward approval of full implementation of climate considerations
in all revised EAW forms.
Climate change is an extraordinary crisis for our environment and everyone who relies on it. The latest
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Report found that emissions of greenhouse gases
from human activities have and will continue to cause excessive temperature increases and climate
disruption. Around the world, human actions are causing critical heat waves, significant precipitation
changes, widespread desertification, rampant ocean acidification, increasing habitat loss, frequent
extreme weather events, and more. Right here in Minnesota, climate change is contributing to
devastating drought and wildfire, threatening the people and the places that we love. We must act now.
Given the urgency of the climate crisis, I strongly oppose indefinite delays to the approval of new
climate considerations. The Environmental Quality Board conducted a thorough public process to create
well-vetted, effective recommendations for revised Environmental Assessment Worksheet forms. It’s
time to put those recommendations into action in the fight against climate change.
The pilot project resolution up for consideration at the EQB’s September 15 meeting is a step in the right
direction, but it fails to create a definitive process for future approval of full implementation. If the
Board will not approve full implementation now, then it should at least amend its current resolution to
define an efficient process for approval following the completion of the pilot program. A vote to approve
full implementation should be considered by the end of 2022, after the pilot program.
Minnesotans are asking for our state to act on its role in climate impacts. It’s time to take responsibility,
to approve new climate considerations, and to move forward toward full implementation. I hope you
will support a definitive pathway toward full implementation through the pilot project resolution at the
September EQB meeting.
Regards,
Charles Wold
17453 Eidelweiss Ct NW
Andover, MN 55304
chasewold@yahoo.com
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September 14, 2021
Governor Tim Walz
130 State Capitol
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
rachel.ganani@state.mn.us
jon.kelly@state.mn.us
Commissioner Margaret Anderson Kelliher
Chair of the Environmental Quality Board
Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
margaret.anderson.kelliher@state.mn.us
Env.Review@state.mn.us
info.eqb@state.mn.us

Dear Governor Walz, Commissioner Anderson Kelliher, and Environmental Quality Board members,
As a member of the Emerging Environmental Leaders (EELs) program, I and other EELs have been
vocal about our support for counting climate impacts in environmental review and taking on the
climate crisis with a holistic approach. In May 2021, we met with the EQB to share our perspectives
on the climate crisis. We stressed the importance of state and local agencies using their power to curb
greenhouse gas emissions and forge pathways to climate resiliency.
As you may be aware, the IPCC has already warned us that immediate, rapid, and large-scale
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions are required if we are to keep global warming to bearable
levels. Our communities are all too aware that global warming and extreme weather are threatening
our health, food systems, wildlife, ecosystems, and quality of life. Through Executive Order 19-37,
the Walz administration recognized that climate change poses an “existential threat that impacts all
Minnesotans and our ability to thrive.” Minnesota is very far behind on meeting our Next Generation
Energy Act goals, as seen in the attached report below in the appendix, which were established in a
bipartisan fashion with a Republican governor largely leading the effort. In a way, I and many
other Minnesotans are simply asking that the EQB does its part to help Minnesota reach its GHG
reduction goals.
We also know that two Minnesota court decisions have already determined that GHG emissions must
be analyzed in environmental review. Without counting GHG emissions, we cannot effectively lower
them. Thankfully, we already have the tools and knowledge available to effectively do so. Innovative
and affordable ways to lower greenhouse gases across sectors must be deployed now.
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This week on September 15, the EQB will vote on the best way to implement these necessary changes
to environmental review. The adoption of a revised Environmental Assessment Worksheet to analyze
greenhouse gases, mitigation measures, and climate resiliency will help ensure a livable future for
Minnesotans, young and old. This issue cannot wait. Adding the consideration of GHG emissions
as well as climate adaptation and resiliency information to the environmental review process also
makes a great deal of sense given that climate change is severely impacting our environment and
exacerbating environmental catastrophes.
I will add, however, that the resolution that will be considered on September 15th to create a pilot
program to include GHG emissions as well as climate adaptation and resiliency information does not
go far enough. The resolution is much appreciated and needed, but some suggestions on how to make
this effort stronger are below. First, this should not be a pilot program. It should be fully implemented.
I understand this is a new effort and changes may need to be made to make it more effective, but
changes can be made by the board at a later date through another resolution rather than having to,
I assume, re-approve and fully institute these new additions. Second, the revised Environmental
Assessment Worksheet (EAW) should ask about GHG mitigation methods considered by the project
proposer and other common mitigation measures that could have been used to reduce GHG
emissions, and why they were not selected if not done. Things that could be required to examine
could include energy efficient lighting, the use of solar panels, electric vehicle chargers, the use of
waste heat, and others. Essentially, project proposers should have to say why they didn’t consider
other common mitigation methods rather than just say which ones they considered. Lastly, it would
make sense to also include an explanation of how a project will impact the achievement of the Next
Generation Energy Act goals or other emission goals as there is currently insufficient guidance.
In conclusion, I am asking that your offices and the EQB support immediate and comprehensive
changes to environmental review forms and guidance to incorporate climate considerations at the
upcoming EQB meeting. By doing so, you would show us that you are listening to young people
and other Minnesotans about the urgent need to address and combat climate change. I greatly
appreciate the work the EQB and its member do, especially the Emerging Environmental Leaders
program. Involvement and service in government and in stewarding our environment are key
responsibilities for all people, which each of you and the EELs program emulate. Thank you
for your time and your consideration on these important matters.
Sincerely,
Samuel Rosemark
2019 & 2021 Emerging Environmental Leader, Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
www.eqb.state.mn.us/eels
Oakdale, MN
SamuelRosemark@gmail.com
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Appendix:

Source: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and Minnesota
Department of Commerce, March 2021. https://www.pca.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/lraq1sy21.pdf.
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9/15/2021
Re: EQB Environmental Review Feedback Letter - Sam Rosemark
Dear EQB members,
Thank you for today's meeting and consideration of a pilot program for evaluating the draft
Environmental Assessment Worksheet form that includes items for greenhouse gas. Thank you
as well for reading my letter on the matter and taking in public feedback and responding to that
feedback in the meeting.
I do greatly appreciate the amendment to have the pilot being fully implemented coming back to
the Board for action. I would say, however, that I and many other young people in Minnesota
feel that we do not have enough time for another pilot program given the climate emergency and
given how long GHGs remain in our atmosphere.
I understand that a pilot helps ensure that policies and procedures are ready to go for proper
implementation. The pilot in itself is a great step forward, so I thank you. I look forward to this
pilot eventually being fully implemented and applied to all project proposals. I would also ask
that the EAW (specifically section 18b) should ask about GHG mitigation methods considered
by the project proposer and other common mitigation measures that could have been used to
reduce GHG emissions, and why they were not selected if not done.
Lastly, I would like to suggest that the very successful Emerging Environmental Leader program
be fully implemented as I believe it is currently a pilot program. The program has helped
immensely to bridge the gap between state government and young, diverse Minnesotans while
providing young leaders and state leaders valuable perspectives.
Thank you again for all your work and consideration.Take care and have a great rest of the week
and summer!
Sincerely,
Sam Rosemark
2019 & 2021 Emerging Environmental Leader
http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/eels
--

Samuel Rosemark (he/him*)
Political Science & Economics Double-Major & Sustainability Minor
University of Minnesota Morris Alumnus '21
2021 Recipient of the Curtis H. Larson Class Speaker, Allen W. Edson Student Leadership, and Sustainability
Leader Awards

Email: samuelrosemark@gmail.com | Cell: 651-357-8713
*Why pronouns matter.
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September 15, 2021
Governor Tim Walz
130 State Capitol
75 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
Commissioner Margaret Anderson Kelliher
Chair of the Environmental Quality Board
Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Gov. Walz and Commissioner Anderson Kelliher:
As members of the Governor’s Advisory Council on Climate Change, we have been charged with
identifying policies and strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase climate
resiliency in our state. One such policy, currently under consideration by the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”), is the adoption of a revised Environmental Assessment
Worksheet (“Revised EAW”) to clarify that environmental review under the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act requires an examination of a proposed project’s greenhouse gas
emissions and resiliency to climate change. We ask the Governor and the Commissioner to work
to ensure the EQB adopts the Revised EAW incorporating climate information without delay.
As the Governor recognized in Executive Order 19-37 that established this body, climate change
poses an “existential threat that impacts all Minnesotans and our ability to thrive.” 1 The latest
report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change states that unless there are immediate,
rapid, and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, limiting global warming to 1.5ºC
or even 2ºC will be beyond reach.2 Temperature increases at this level will cause intense and
dangerous drought, flooding, and heatwaves—threatening agriculture, wildlife, property, and
people’s lives across Minnesota.3 In addition, a new analysis by the Environmental Protection
Agency shows that the most severe harms from climate change will fall disproportionately on
underserved communities, including racial and ethnic minorities, who are least able to prepare for
or recover from the impacts of climate change.4
But currently, Minnesota agencies grant permits to large-scale developments, industrial facilities,
and feedlots without examining their greenhouse gas emissions, how these proposals can mitigate
1

Gov. Tim Walz, Executive Order 19-37 (Dec. 2, 2019).
IPCC, Climate change widespread, rapid, and intensifying (Aug. 9, 2021), https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6wg1-20210809-pr/.
3
Id.; MPCA, Effects of climate change in Minnesota, https://www.pca.state.mn.us/air/effects-climate-changeminnesota.
4
EPA, EPA Report Shows Disproportionate Impacts of Climate Change on Socially Vulnerable Populations in the
United States (Sept. 2, 2021), https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-report-shows-disproportionate-impactsclimate-change-socially-vulnerable.
2
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these emissions, or the adaptations needed due to climate change. The Revised EAW changes this
by requiring projects that go through environmental review to quantify and analyze their
greenhouse gas emissions and to consider measures to increase climate resiliency. This is critical,
as Minnesota cannot reduce its greenhouse gas emissions or promote climate adaptations without
information about where emissions are produced and how these emissions can be mitigated.
Minnesota’s agricultural, industrial, residential, and commercial sectors have actually increased
their greenhouse gas emissions since 2005. Thus, obtaining information about emissions from
projects in these sectors—which the Revised EAW would provide—is particularly crucial.
The EQB will vote on a pilot project to begin use of the Revised EAW on September 15, 2021.
We urge the Governor to work with the EQB to ensure the new form is adopted immediately or, if
a pilot program is implemented, to ensure that the pilot program (1) includes a firm date by which
the EQB must vote on the Revised EAW, (2) requires broad participation by state agencies and
local governments, and (3) incorporates full examinations of possible ways a project could mitigate
its climate change effects and the project’s effects on the state’s Next Generation Energy Act goals.
For Minnesota to reach needed greenhouse gas reduction targets (including Next Generation
Energy Act goals), our state agencies must take decisive action. By providing critically needed
information about greenhouse gas emissions that has thus far been elusive, the Revised EAW will
assist agencies to plan and take the actions necessary to cut emissions and reach our goals.
Accordingly, in our role as Advisory Council members, we believe the Revised EAW
incorporating climate information must be implemented without delay.
Sincerely,
s/Marco Hernandez
Marco Hernandez
Communities Organizing Latinx Power and Action
Minnesota Council on Latino Affairs
s/Alexandra Klass
Alexandra Klass
University of Minnesota Law School
s/Ann Mulholland
Ann Mulholland
Nature Conservancy
s/Hilda Martinez Salgado
Hilda Martinez Salgado
Environment and Climate Consultant

